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isafe One Gainsboro Grey 594
Outside the childcare centre, Uffculme

isafe Apex American Oak 532 brings the most natural of wood looks

The Kingwood Childcare Centre, Devon,
is the latest childcare facility to benefit
from Itec Contract Floors and its range
of versatile safety flooring solutions.
With floors specified to bring a safe
and smart-looking environment to all
children, staff and guests, and the centre
proudly claiming to provide outstanding
facilities for life’s young explorers, it was
essential that finishes chosen met the

and grey designs that have suited their
classroom and kitchen surroundings.”
Both classroom and kitchen areas
were to undergo a facelift, with similar
credentials required for both, but
with slight variations in design. The
classrooms were refreshed with a woodinspired look, R11 rated American Oak
532 selected from isafe Apex, boasting
Hyperguard+ PUR low maintenance

“The floors have provided all the attributes we
required, with oak and grey designs that have
suited their classroom and kitchen surroundings.”
brief laid out by Rachael Kneale and the
Kingwood team.
“As a childcare centre there are a
number of qualities our floors must have,
including good sound insulation and slip
resistance. The floors have provided
all the attributes we required, with oak

technology to ensure dirt marks can
be cleaned with the minimum of fuss.
Installed in four metre widths, this
flooring’s excellent looks were enhanced
thanks to fewer seams.

this time meaning a Gainsboro Grey
594 design was opted for from sister
collection, isafe One. Proving the perfect
match and specified in a four-metre
width, this flooring features an R11
slip resistance rating and easy to clean
finish to help combat slips and spills,
credentials that are mirrored across the
isafe One and isafe Apex ranges.
Since installation by C&C Carpets, of
Wellington, Somerset, reaction to the
floors has been wholly positive, Itec
Contract Floors bringing the sought after
combination of easy installation, simple
maintenance and fabulous aesthetics.
With experience supplying cushion vinyl
solutions for the childcare sector, it’s
little wonder that contractors continue
to turn to Itec for floors that will maintain
their great looks for years to come.

Surroundings in the kitchen included Tel: 0800 0323 970
an array of metallic and shiny surfaces, www.itecfloors.co.uk

